January 9, 2022
Hon. Byron Brown
City Hall
65 Niagara Square
Buffalo, NY 14202
Dear Mayor Brown,
I am writing you today urging you to rescind the Order of Condemnation on the Great Northern grain elevator
issued by Commissioner Jim Comerford. The existence of the emergency declaration itself provides a pretext for
the owner to not allow inspection of the site. Absent that, you are empowered to send inspectors and other parties
into the building to verify conditions. In addition, a measured review of a demolition request could occur through
the normal Preservation Board process.
A substantial part of my career as an architect has been working with you as both the school district’s architect
or Chair of the Buffalo Preservation Board. I worked as an architect in City Hall for 32 years. As you know, I was
architect for the BPS for 25 years, in which capacity I closely reviewed dozens of buildings constructed like the
Great Northern.
You have a strong record, dating back to councilmanic days, of being supportive of preservation efforts like
Hamlin Park and, dating to state senatorial days, behind-the-scenes efforts to help the efforts at the Richardson
Complex. We share the goal of doing the best possible thing for Buffalo. As mayor, I hope you can cement that
legacy by saving one of the most important buildings the city has.
After a thorough review of the structure’s historic documentation I can confidently say, based on information
that would be new to him and you, that Commissioner Comerford’s order was in error, and that the building is in
no danger of collapse, nor is its top section, the cupola, in any danger of blowing off.
The brick cladding can be repaired, as can the metal cladding. The steel frame and the steel grain bins are, as
the Historic American Engineering Record states, if anything, materially “considerably overspecified.”
The rationale provided by owner ADM is certainly thinly supported. An engineer’s letter provides a page-anda half narrative on a structural assessment of the Great Northern by engineer John Schenne. There are no exhibits
attached that corroborate statements made regarding the structural stability of the Great Northern (photographs,
drawings, test results). The same applies to correspondence of three other engineers included in the “Submission
Concerning Emergency Demolition Order Due to Safety’ compiled by the law firm.
I served for on the Preservation Board For 11 years and I reviewed easily hundreds of demolition requests for
houses that had more documentation—because the city requires it. A proper architectural and engineering conditions survey on a structure such as the Great Northern would normally be expected to run to dozens, if not hundreds, of pages of fact-finding, analysis, and recommendations. You doubtless have had similar reports pass
through your hands and that of staff. The Schenne letter is grossly inadequate, unsupported by fact, and uncorroborated.
First and foremost, it must be clear that the brick cladding of the Great Northern is not load bearing, but it
shares characteristics with other solid brick walls stretching to antiquity. In thick, tall walls, the layers—wythes—
of brick are joined together by rotating alternate bricks or rows of bricks so that the long side interlocks with the
wythe behind it. This can be done in successive wythes to bond together a wall of any thickness. Since the walls
are all-masonry, there is no need to account for material differences of expansion or contraction.
It has been contended that the Great Northern is of substandard construction because it lacks control joints.
Control joints were conceived to solve the problems of cheaper construction from the 1930s onward. Most “brick”
walls today are only a veneer attached to a steel, wood or concrete substrate. Control joints are then required to
solve the problems created by the movement different materials used in combination with cheaper light-weight
masonry.
This is evident in the dozens of solid masonry Buffalo public schools I am familiar with constructed before
1930. There aren’t any control joints. The more modern schools have them because their walls are only a veneer.
The cupola of the Great Northern is supported by a steel frame that is independent of the brick walls.
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Examination of the pictures show the brick wall is constructed well in front of the plane of the cupola and it is
not supported by the brick. Therefore, Mr. Comerford’s rationale that “The roof deck and penthouse/cupola
lacks structural support where the northern brick wall failed” is unsubstantiated and his statement that the
roof deck and penthouse/ cupola appear to cantilever for approximately 15 feet without support at the north
end” is, in fact, unsupported.
Any hazardous condition related to ill-maintained or damaged roofing on any building can be resolved by
removing, reattaching or replacing any loose or damaged roofing material. This can be achieved at the Great
Northern with a crane and bucket so workers do not have to enter the structure. Further, loose roofing material has been cited by ADM to advance previous demolition requests, which the City determined did not justify
demolition. Therefore, the rationale that “There is a major life and safety issue associated with corrugated
metal panels at the roof and penthouse cupola detaching from anchorage points in common weather events”
is unsupported.
Each of the Commissioner's findings regarding the need for demolition lacks substantive support in fact.
These are factual issues in which the Commissioner was mistaken, and not matters of opinion.
The Commissioner says his emergency order relied in part on submissions provided by owner ADM.
There are four papers from ADM presented to Jim Comerford. None are full-fledged conditions reports such
as I am familiar with on the many Buffalo schools and historic landmarks such as Kleinhans Music Hall, the
Martin House, or the Richardson Complex. They are four-to-seven page text-only briefs of opinion on certain
aspects of the building. None include photographic evidence or structural diagrams in support of conclusions
or other means of verification.
The first, by Jansen-Kiener of 1994 as a subcontractor, explicitly states that its purpose is to explore the
feasibility of removing the present steel structure and replacing it with a concrete elevator while retaining the
non-structural brick cladding. Not surprisingly, the report concludes that once the steel bins and frame are
removed that provide lateral support for the cladding, the cladding will be unstable. It then offers a method
to fix the instability it would have created.
Jansen-Kiener mentions a bowing of the west wall that is referenced by the three subsequent reports.
Jansen-Kiener itself did not make any measurements in 1994. Rather, it reports on a property survey drawing
made in 1948 and updated in 1951, 1962, 1964, 1966, and 1971.
It “interprets” the survey drawing to mean that in 1971 the bowing of the 100-foot-high wall was somewhat under 10 inches, or 10 inches in 1200 inches, less than 1%. The bowing was also inward. The “considerably over specified” steel bins (Historic American Engineering Record) and structural columns provide the
Support to this wall.
Significantly, Jansen-Kiener offers no interpretation on whether the condition was dynamic or stable, nor
do any of the other engineers. Indeed, the bowing could have been present from construction. Certainly, in
the 50 years since the last survey date noted, no one has deemed it necessary to re-measure the west wall or
any other. Jim Comerford referenced the mention of bowing in the reports as contributing to his decision that
the Great Northern is so unstable as to constitute an imminent threat to public safety.
The second submission, by Petrilli Structural & Consulting Engineering of 2014, IS A VERBATIM COPY OF
THE 20-YEAR-OLD JANSEN-KIENER REPORT on removal of the steel bins, save for four words in the final
sentence and two short paragraphs discussing steel plate flooring, and an inflation-adjustment statement.
Petrilli states that its walk-through was limited, as the steel floor plating is so deteriorated it is unsafe to walk
on. As floor plating only exists at the four floors of the cupola, it means the entire evaluation occurred from
an access stair at an end of a 400-foot long structure.
Further casting doubt on the sole new conclusion of Petrilli, is the notion that the floor plating functions
as a horizontal diaphragm and the integrity of the building could be effected by its deterioration and “further
overstressing and cracking of the masonry walls.” As the attached drawings and photographs prove, the steel
frame and bins are independent of the brick cladding. Even where the brick cladding was built up to meet the
already-completed roof, the contact point is a steel plate that provides a smooth surface for rafter roller bearings to move about to handle expansion and contraction. Thus, no stress is transferred.
Lastly, Petrilli makes the odd statement that the steel plate acts as a diaphragm, ignoring the robust system of I-Beams attached to trusses at the principal work floor at the top of the bins, the distribution floor, and
the girder-and-angle-bracing system which creates a rigid structure for the cupola. You could lay down plywood to provide a safe temporary floor on which to walk and work.
The S. Shahriar paper of 2019, by its own criteria, cannot be used to come to any conclusions of the structural stability of the Great Northern. As stated, the scope of services was “1. One visit...to perform a condi-

tional visual observation of the abandoned Great Northern...Due to access limitations, [the engineer author]
was not able to observe all conditions. Visual observations...are to identify any apparent/obvious defects.”
Unfortunately for those wishing to make rational decisions based on the report, the engineer states in the
very next sentence “Design deficiencies of pre-engineered and pre-manufactured structures, bridges, towers,
bents, steel bins, and steel storage tanks cannot be established by visual observations.”
Shahriar references many photographs and appendices, but none are provided with the report given to
Jim Comerford. In any event, the report indicates that no testing was done to ascertain the condition and
strength of the steel.
Shahriar closes by stating his “report is based on limited visual observations. There is no claim, either
stated or implied, that all conditions were observed.” Further, “these conclusions are based on general structural engineering principal and industry knowledge combined with our experience.” The author is going out
of his way to say that his conclusions are not based on observations of the Great Northern.
The last report is by John Schenne of December 2021. He takes all of 1 1/2 pages on current conditions to
argue for immediate demolition. Schenne makes unverifiable assertions and inferences. Despite acknowledging no testing or observations, he offers that the 6,000 Wooden pilings that were sunk to the lowest 19thcentury lake level may have been subject to “wet/dry cycles” which somehow may have had an unknown
effect on the soundness of the piles. As the graph I attached shows, Lake Erie never has had anything that
could be described as a “dry cycle” in the last century. In any event, Schenne himself says the naturally
occurring soil at the site is “soft lake sediment clays”—excellent for to keep the soil and pilings hydrated
through capillary action .
Further, Schenne raises the specter of earthquakes, stating that Buffalo is a “seismically active area.”
Records show earthquakes of any kind to be very rare in Buffalo. When they have occurred, they are often
not even felt. In 200 years there has never been a report we’ve been able to find of an earthquake that produced structural damage in Buffalo.
Schenne provides no photographic and testing evidence whatsoever to support its notions of any significant risk to the public from possible earthquakes (very rare and very weak in Buffalo), desiccation of pilings,
and compromised structural steel. These are very serious—even outlandish—assertions which need to be verified.
I have spent a great deal of time reviewing all of the information before me— more than Commissioner
Comerford had before him— and I am convinced that proper repair and temporary protection for the public is
all that is needed to save this important structure.
Please withhold the demolition permit and compel the owners to stabilize and repair this extremely
important treasure.

Sincerely,
[signed]
Paul McDonnell, AIA
President
Attachments

2018

2021
Abandonment and lack of maintenance since 1982 caused the weakening at the top of the north
wall, where deteriorated and missing flashing was never fixed. Bushes were growing on top of the
wall in 2018.

There is an insinuation in the Schenne letter that “wet/dry cycles” may have effected the groundwater levels at the
City Ship Canal shoreline to the extent that the pilings, which extend to bedrock and were topped off at the low
water datum, which is about 569 feet. That figure was established in 1933 using the previous century’s water-level
records, and is two feet below the mean level of the Lake, 571 feet above sea level. There has never been a period
where the water has gone more than mere inches below the low datum for even 60 days over the last century. There
simply has never been a drying out of the soil at low-water datum, let alone the pilings. Mere age of hemlock pilings
is not a cause of concern (they are only 125 years old, and wooden pilings hundreds of years older firmly support
houses, cathedrals, and large buildings around the world).

The Schenne report also states that the Buffalo area is “seismically active” without defining the term. Earthquakes
in Buffalo that are of a magnitude that are even felt in calm conditions, let alone cause damage to buildings, are rare.
Further, the Great Northern is not supported by soil, but by bedrock, by means of the aforementioned pilings. The
probability of an earthquake of a moderate 5.0 scale in Buffalo is 2.64% over 50 years. The probaility of a 6.0 earthquake over 50 years is .51%. Thus earthquakes that may cause damage to structures in Buffalo have not happened
(we haven’t found any recorded or reported) and are unlikely to happen.

The west wall of the Great Northern, as photographed c1980. Although an ADM engineer interprets a land survey as indicating in 1971 that there was an almost-10-inch inward bow of the wall over its 1200-inch height
(where it would be supported by the steel grain bins and columns). There is no indication of movement—
indeed the bow could have been there since construction— and it has not been measured in 50 years, no ADM
engineer evidentally feeling it necessary.

The Great Northern’s roof and workhouse, or cupola, are composed of massive 60- 40-, and 36inch girders, cross bracing, trusses and structural columns which extend to the foundation. The
roof and cupola have corrugated steel cladding which has not been properly maintained

The structural framework of the
cupola and its support columns
to foundation are intact, as
revealed in drone photo above.
The cupola is not “unsupported
and cantilevered” and never was
attached to the north wall.

Massive 29” x 30” main columns, plus scores of others, combine with the steel bins to form a single immovable mass of steel that will keep the Great Northern stnding for centuries

Each bin is bolted to each of eight surrounding columns, which are bolted to all abutting bins, forming a monolithic construction which would survive the strongest earthquake imaginable in Buffalo.

The Great Northern structurally doesn’t need its brick cladding, as the construction
engraving shows (top); later steel elevators dispensed with cladding the bins, as at the
Dakota (1906) downstream. The workhouse and basement had metal siding, while the bins
had steel screens for shading.

